
Early Maths Skills



Counting

Number recognition

Calculating

Shape Space and Measure



Number recognition



Notice numbers in the environment buses, car 
number plates, supermarket checkouts, clothes

Children now need to recognise numbers to 20 

on 1 

and thousands 



Counting



Counting out Loud

Challenges!

How high can they count?

Can they count backwards?

Can they count in 2s, 5s or 10s?



Why is Counting Out Loud Important?

 Counting out loud does not mean a child can count 
objects accurately but it is still important!

 Count on and back! This helps children work out one 
more and one fewer than a given number.

 It allows them to build up a mental image of a 
number line that will help them when adding and 
subtracting later on.

 It allows them to develop an understanding of larger 
numbers and especially those tricky transitions 
twenty-ten anyone?



Counting objects

When counting objects always touch one object and say one 
number name common errors include saying more than one 
number name for an object

Find real reasons for counting raisins on a biscuit, packets or 
cans in the cupboard, apples in the shopping basket

Check have we got enough for everyone?

Count claps, jumps, steps show a number on fingers













Early Calculations



Early addition how many in that group? How 
many in this? Count them all to find out how 
many altogether.

Extend addition by counting on from the first 
group e.g. for 2 groups of 5 and 3, count 5,6 
,7,8

they 
need all the practical counting and adding skills 
first and foremost







Your child should be able to read and solve 
addition and subtraction sums within 10

You can extend this by getting them to work out 
and learn all the addition and subtraction 
facts to 10



Shape Space and 
Measure



Know the names of basic shapes circle, square, 
triangle, rectangle, - plus some more 
pentagon, hexagon, octagon

Know how many sides and corners they have 
and be able to name the shape by listening to 
a description Mystery Bag game

Know the basic 3D shapes cube, cuboid, 
sphere, triangular prism

Know how many faces, edges and vertices they 
have



Early Measurement looks at comparison first rather 
than absolute measurements

Eg which of the 2 or 3 objects is heaviest?

Can you order these three ribbons by length?

Measurement comes when we ask how many cubes 
long is this ribbon? How many cubes balance the 
scales with this ball?

Measurement at this stage is in non-standard measures 
such as cubes but we can also measure in cms if 
children show aptitude

Then we can compare measurements which is longer? 
How much longer?



Problem Solving and 
Real life applications



Develop Problem Solving Skills by Asking Questions 


